
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
It is better to be safe than sorry
Use reasons and examples to support your responses.

Nowadays, many people concern how do they can manage their doing that certainly it will have 
excellent consequences. Some people maintain they should trying to be precise without any 
wrong. Others claim that false works and harmful decisions can be even useful. Actually, I believe 
some conditions are not in our control also we may select wrong accidently.

Firstly, some individuals believe that they have to decide and act correctly in each kind of 
situations.

Hence, they cannot control all the events and the number of mistakes may happen accidently, 
they would be nervous and unhappy in their daily life. A friend of mine care about her activities a 
lot because she claims that she doesn't want being shame latter. For example, one time we went 
out together and she asks herself "did I lock the door?" for three times. She were nervous and 
confused that day but also she didn't enjoy the trip. In addition, she realized that she had locked 
the door and she wasted her breathtaking moments.

Secondly, other adults think that they should have chance for selecting even risky options. They 
point out that life is an opportunity for evaluating our choices. Moreover, they mention we can 
improve our experiences by making mistakes. Moreover, in financial environment selecting more 
risky selections can cause higher benefits.

Finally, in my opinion, for having relax and pleasure life we should consider to moderation. We 
can care about cautions and trying to have correct works. Furthermore, we can take the life easy 
and do not overwhelm ourselves by reminding superficial responsibilities. Meanwhile, in many 
situations there is no matter if we make a mistake.

In conclusion, although paying attention to safe selection is necessary, we should live life. On the 
other hand, taking care about avoiding regret would not be cause restless and depression.


